SOCIALISTS WIN OUT AGAINST THE COMBINE AT HAVENHILL

A Magnificent Victory for Socialism Over the Capitalist Coalition of Business Men in the Massachusetts City

The social revolution sweeps onward. Socialism triumphs in Havennhill, reelection Chase mayor, and getting a new council of government on joint ballot.

Great Demand of Socialist Vote

[Special to Social Democratic Herald] Havennhill, Mass., Dec. 4. Complete returns do not give us majority of city government. We retain our offices. Vote on council aldermanic or alderman. Vote.

M. Mailly.

Socialist Wave Rising in Connecticut

For Candidate for Mayor of Rockwell and vice for the District

[Special to Small Democratic] Rockwell, Conn., Dec. 5. The result of our first campaign for Socialism is 240 votes for Socialists for First of this period. Vote on council aldermanic or alderman. Vote.

Socialist WAVE RISING

IN CONNECTICUT

For Candidate for Mayor of Rockwell and Vice for the District

[Special to Social Democratic] Rockwell, Conn., Dec. 5. The result of our first campaign for Socialism is 240 votes for Socialists for First of this period. Vote on council aldermanic or alderman. Vote.

ANOTHER SOCIALIST MAYOR ELECTED AT BROCKTON

COULTER'S SPLENDID VICTORY

A Triumph for Socialism That Will Give the Republicans of Humanity Something to Reflect About

EVERY WARD IN THE CITY CARRIED

The Men of the Factory at Last Awakening to a Sense of the Dignity of Old Part

Two Alcides Elected in District


FRENCH SOCIALIST CONGRESS

The Chicago Tribune printed the following special dispatch from Paris relating to the Socialist Congress: "The congress has been opened by M. Jean Jaures. Jean Jaures has been the president of the congress, which is the largest in the history of the French labor movement. Jean Jaures has been a leader in the movement for the rights of labor and has been a consistent advocate of international solidarity. Moreover, he has been a fighter for the rights of the worker and has been a consistent advocate of international solidarity.
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THE CLEVELAND CONFERENCE

Our S. L. P. comrades in Cleveland, Ohio, feel that they are not alone in all that they are doing. They believe that the contributions to the cause of class-consciousness and the understanding of the class struggle, so necessary for the emancipation of the working masses of the people. The Christian socialist leaders of the D.C. S.L.P. in Cleveland can only regret that the American Socialist Party of today be unable to really support the ideas of social progress and the interests of the working class. We are convinced that the American Socialist Party is bound to support the socialist organizations of the people and the working class.

A. W. TAYLOR

80 Woodland St., Washington, D.C.

THE CLEVELAND CONFERENCE

The Cleveland Conference was held at the Hotel Thomas in Cleveland, Ohio, from January 15 to 20, 1909. The conference was attended by delegates from various socialist organizations across the United States. The main topic of discussion was the need for a centralized socialist movement in the United States, which would be able to strengthen the fight against capitalist oppression and exploitation.

The conference was attended by representatives from the American Socialist Party, the Industrial Workers of the World, and other socialist groups. The conference was chaired by John Dewy, a leading socialist figure in the United States.

The delegates discussed various issues, including the need for a more unified approach to socialist organizing, the role of the state in socialist policies, and the importance of international solidarity. The conference concluded with a resolution calling for the establishment of a national socialist party in the United States.

The conference was a significant event in the history of the American socialist movement, as it paved the way for the establishment of the Industrial Workers of the World, which would become one of the most influential socialist organizations in the United States.
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CALL TO ACTION
ORGANIZE FOR 1900

There are few communities in this country today with as little as one
communist, and in each of them the Socialists are doing something
towards organizing. The program of the Socialists is not one of
democracy, but of action. It is a program for the solution of the
social, economic, and political problems of the people, and it is
organized on a basis of action, not of argument. In nearly every
county in that State.

In almost every community there is a thorough free-wide-half of
socialism, and in many communities socialism is in full swing.
In the year 1900, there are to be one thousand Socialists in office in
this country, and in the next five years, two thousand in each of
the states. The Socialists will be in the forefront of the battle for
freedom, and will be the leaders of the people in the struggle for
socialism.

The Socialists of the Socialist party, which is the cause of the world,
democracy, republicanism, and socialism, will be the leaders of
the people and the nation. They will be the leaders in the
organization of the future, and will be the leaders in the
victory of socialism.
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